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Application of Mobility in Pharmaceutical Industry for Field Sales Force

An Overview - Transforming Sales Force
Effectiveness with Mobile Technology
This white paper focuses on using mobile technology to transform the effectiveness of the
pharmaceutical industry sales force by helping them formulate appropriate marketing
strategies, delivering dynamic audio-visual presentations / marketing materials, improved
field reporting, and seamless integration with the organization’s enterprise system.
Mobile technology can confer a host of benefits for the sales force in the pharmaceutical
industry by enabling them stay continually and effectively connected with hospitals,
pharmacies, doctors, nurses, co-workers, and most importantly with their employers for
reporting purposes. It also permits seamless integration of the sales force with their
organization’s enterprise systems, enables improved field reporting, offers the benefit of
enhanced business performance by formulating the appropriate doctor detailing strategies
by delivering the appropriate and dynamic audio-visual presentations by using enhanced
communications and engaging marketing materials.
Mobile technology enables the efficient use of smart phones, tablet PCs, and cloud
technology thereby eliminating the cumbersome need of carrying bulky laptops, continued
visits to internet cafés to enhance their sales approach and reporting processes. The advent
of ‘Bring Your Own Device’ (BYOD) permits employees to bring their personally owned
mobile devices: smart phones and tablet PCs / iPads) for enabling effective work
performance by improving the fuels the productivity of the field sales personnel. (BYOD is
making significant inroads in the various businesses today. About 75% of employees in high
growth markets and 44% in the developed markets are already using their own technology at
work. BYOD helps employees to be more productive; boosts morale and convenience.
Enabling employees to use their own devices makes the employer look more positive,
flexible, and attractive.)

Sales Force Challenges
The sales force in pharmaceutical companies confronts numerous challenges. The key
operational challenges for the sales force along with information on how mobile technology
can help them tackle it effectively are given below.
1. Current trends and critical updates


Mobile technology will enable the field staff to share up-to-date information between
hospitals, pharmacies, doctors, nurses, co-workers, etc.
 Efficient real time addressing of the information demands of physicians
 Real time product training enabling physicians learn the complete information about
drug specifications, drug release, dosage, new equipment, etc.
2. Time Management





Field staff will receive constant information updates in mobile and can work in a
collaborative manner with doctors and pharmacies and thereby save time
Dead time can be efficiently spent by performing work related activities
Mobility enables the sales force improve the overall sales planning processes and
therefore contributes towards attending more number of calls per day
Saves considerable time on product training for new drug release or new equipment
release
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3. Data Management




Effective real time tracking of all the relevant data about doctors, pharmacies, etc.
(such as: contact information, activities to do, call status, etc.) enabling better data
management
Supports seamless offline and online synchronization with the organization’s
enterprise system
Data is safe and secure with advanced management and encryption technology

4. Hyper Competition




Effectively contributes to increased presence of the sales staff and enables them to
excel in the competition
Mobility enables better intellectual penetration by helping the sales force to formulate
the appropriate doctor detailing strategies and by delivering dynamic audio-visual
presentations using enhanced communications and engaging marketing materials
The system also helps in framing the appropriate marketing strategies based on the
data collected and provides the opportunity to increase sales revenue

5. Continual lookout for Internet café


In a traditional scenario, the medical representatives rely on pen and paper to collect
information. This requires them to look out for Internet Cafés to send updates to their
enterprise system or to email the drug or equipment information to doctors or
pharmacies. Mobility addresses these requirements effortlessly

6. Need to carry bulky laptops


Organizations provide laptops and data-cards to their field force to empower them
better in their jobs. The big disadvantage of laptops: bulky and insufficient battery
back capabilities, difficult to perform quick power charging, etc.
66% of pharma sales reps use less than 20% of the functionality available to
them in their current Sales Force Automation (SFA) system.
Source: Health Industry Insights

7. Physician’s restrictive appointment policy for sales representatives


The biggest challenge for any pharmaceutical sales representative is the physicians’
barrier of restrictive appointment policy. Sales representatives solely contribute
towards boosting sales turnover by influencing physicians and building effective and
long lasting customer relationships. As physicians regularly deal with sales personnel
from numerous pharmaceutical companies they tend to build the barrier of restrictive
appointment policy. Most often when a sales representative gets a physician's
attention, the physician may have very less time for the sales representative to
effectively deliver a presentation and lay the groundwork for a more substantial
relationship. Mobile technology steps in here to aid the sales representative in
planning, preparing, and delivering effective sales presentations within the restricted
time
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Effective Business Solutions Offered by Mobile Technology
Mobility can boost pharmaceutical sales and enable pharmaceutical companies leverage
mobile technology to address the business challenges faced by their field sales force
(medical representatives). The Business barriers addressed by mobility include:






Route planning - GPS based
Calls management – contacts, hospitals, and pharmacies
Samples management
Travel requests management
Reports – analytics, history, trails, metrics, charts, etc.

Although Sales Force Automation (SFA) tools or software can generally take care of the
specific needs / requirements of pharmaceutical companies, mobile technology enables
them to go to the next level by transforming the effectiveness of the pharmaceutical sales
force. This includes the ability to access the critical business information required and
redefines the way that they interact with physicians. Mobility enables sales personnel to
create customized sales presentations, respond quickly to physicians’ queries, substantiate
answers with accurate and relevant data, present the appropriate marketing and promotional
materials, and shorten the sales cycle. Mobility helps sales personnel to make the most of
their limited time with physicians and set the foundation for lasting professional relationships
with physicians.
Mobile solutions are fast emerging in the Pharmaceutical industry and the opportunities for
breakthrough business performance improvements from mobile applications are endless.
The following diagram explains the typical contribution of mobile technology in transforming
the effectiveness of the pharmaceutical sales force.

HTC capitalizes on its expertise in various verticals to address the pain points faced by the
pharmaceutical field staff in a comprehensive manner.
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Benefits of Mobile Technology
The following table lists the benefits the users and business segments can realize with
mobile technology.
To Users









Minimize admin back-log
Access critical business information
on the fly
Make better use of the organization’s
enterprise solution
Increases the number of sales calls
Increased productivity
Round the clock information
availability
End-to-end Calls Management,
Analytics, and Tracking
Sales personnel can effectively utilize
dead time for more productive work

To Business






More time for customers and valueadded work
Reduces the risk of bottlenecks
occurring in business process
Enables effective capturing and
entering of all critical business
information into the system
Better relationship with physicians,
nurses, hospitals, pharmacies, etc.
Enables easy integration with existing
Hospital Management Solution /
Information Systems *
* Based on Technical Feasibility study

A noteworthy case on this is about how mobile application contributed 6 to 8 percent more
productivity for the sales representatives of a leading pharmaceutical company based in
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India. This change occurred when they replaced their legacy
CRM application with a new mobile application.
(For more credible information on this, visit: http://www.cio.in/case-study/mobile-crm-appmade-drreddy%E2%80%99s-sales-representatives-smarter)
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HTC’s Mobile Solutions
HTC has been providing outstanding mobile / tablet application development services to its
global clients enabling them to become the highly productive and transforming them as the
best service providers in their domain. The diagrammatic representation of HTC’s mobile
offerings is given below.

HTC Solution Differentiators
HTC’s Mobile Application Development team assures the best application services in the
challenging mobile application development space with its











Rich technology and domain experience
Experience in application roll-out and support
Best practices / Standard Operating Practice (SOP) in Enterprise Mobility
Partnership approach with every client for guaranteed success
Frameworks for quick development and secured / robust synchronization
Automated functionality testing tool
Mobile security testing
End-to-end cost effective mobility solutions
Market reach within 6 to 8 weeks
Committed performance to SLA
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HTC’s Mobile Applications Development - Case Studies
A few prominent case studies highlighting HTC’s successful mobile applications
development capabilities in various domains are listed below.

Mobile Travel and CRM Application
Client: Infrastructure Development Finance Company (IDFC)
Scope: Develop Travel Application for smartphone and tablet
access
Mobile OS: iOS, Android, Black Berry, etc.







Book fight tickets, car rental, and hotel accommodation
Approve or reject travel requests from users
View travel request history and status
Download / view the travel tickets
Reimburse travel expense claims
View reimbursement request history and status

Mobile Insurance ID Card
Client: A leading Health Insurance Company
Scope: Develop mobile insurance ID card





Created Digital version of the traditional plastic
Insurance card and integrated it with the Payer
portal
Supports QR code reader integrated with EHR
system
Enables to carry the contract information of the
individual including the co-pay and deductible
Shows the most current plan information from
the Payer
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Mobile Project Gutenberg
Client: A Major Publishing Company
Scope: To provide a Mobile Publishing Solution






Deliver multimedia content from MarkLogic database across various delivery
channels
W3C compliant browser based e-Reader
Multilingual Support
Audio and Text Content
Genre based Content Navigation & Filter

Mobile eCollection
Client: Cengage Learning, Australia
Scope: Develop an eCollection platform comprising an iPad eReader application and a
teacher supported web-application





Loads an eBook into the iPad of a student from a central repository of eBooks
Maintains eBook related activities
Manages the eBook in the iPad with iPad centric features
Enables students to learn from eBooks by reading, annotating, etc.

WebMorph Mobile Optimization
Client: Imperial Marketing
Scope: Create a mobile-friendly online buying experience
for “on the go” customers





Provision to set up proﬁles
Conversion tracking
E-commerce tracking
Performance tracking
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HTC is a leading global Information Technology (IT) and Business Process Outsourcing
(BPO) services and solutions provider.
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